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What is a supplemental label? 
A supplemental label details a significant change that has been made to the EPA 
master label, but that has not yet been made to the market label.  

When a new crop is added to an EPA label, or another significant label change is 
approved, it can take several months to update the labels in the marketplace. An 
EPA-accepted supplemental label detailing the newly approved use 
or label change provides a “stop gap” to pesticide applicators. The contents of 
the supplemental label will typically be incorporated into the market label 
at the next label printing or within 18 months (whichever occurs 
first). 

Is a supplemental label a stand-alone label?  
No. Supplemental labels are partial labels. Both the supplemental label and the 
market label must be in the possession of the user at the time of application. The 
directions, restrictions, and precautions on both the supplemental and the 
market label must be followed.  

Does ODA review supplemental labels? 
Yes. All supplemental labels must be submitted to the Oregon Department of 
Agriculture (ODA) for review prior to distribution. Supplemental labels may be 
submitted through MyLicense (https://mylicense.oda.state.or.us/).  

Is an EPA Stamped/Accepted Supplemental Label required?  
Yes. ODA will not accept a Supplemental Label if there is no EPA 
Stamped/Accepted Supplemental Label on record. A copy of the EPA 
Stamped/Accepted Supplemental Label is required for each supplemental 
label submission.  



What is the registration fee for a supplemental label?  
ODA does not currently charge a fee for supplemental labels.  

Once my supplemental label is approved, will ODA make it available to growers? 
Shortly after a supplemental label is approved by ODA, it will be visible  
in our publicly-accessible product database 
(https://oda.direct/SearchRegisteredPesticides). However, it is the registrant’s 
responsibility to ensure that their supplemental labels are available to pesticide 
users. It is also the registrant’s responsibility to ensure that the contents of the 
supplemental label are eventually incorporated into the market label.  

Are Special Local Need (SLN) labels considered supplemental labels? 
No. While Special Local Need (SLN) labels registered under FIFRA Section 24(c) 
were referred to as supplemental labels in the past, they are no longer 
considered supplemental labels.  

Whom should I contact if I have questions?  
For questions about supplemental labels or instructions on how to submit them, 
please contact pesticide-expert@oda.oregon.gov or call (503) 986-4635 
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